
How I Get Subscribers To My List 

First, I DO use social media, but I use it wisely.  


In my posts, I encourage people to go to my website and read my blog. 


When they get to my site, they are greeted by a popup box that encourages visitors to sign up 
for my newsletter. 


Please be careful when asking people to sign up for your list. In May of 2018, the GDPR 
became the law of the land concerning email subscriptions.  Learn more here: Mailchimp 
GDPR Guidelines


Here's my exact workflow for gaining subscribers to my list. 


• I post on social media and encourage people to visit my blog, especially on Instagram. The 
link in my bio on Instagram goes directly to my blog.


• I also post the link to my subscription page on social media periodically. I never bombard the 
feed with links. I do this sporadically. 


• There is a pop-up subscription box on my site that encourages visitors to sign up for my 
newsletter. 


• Everyone who signs up automatically gets a welcome email. 

• I consistently post blog articles with good keywords that drive traffic to my website. 


• Visitors to the site see the popup box and sign up. 


Then I start the cycle all over again. Post on social media, link to my subscription page, 
consistent blog posts with strong keywords and so on. 


Each step builds on all the other steps. The key is consistency and never being spammy.


Engage your audience with quality material and then ask them to sign up for your newsletter. 


The general rule of thumb in marketing this way is "give two things and ask for one."  In other 
words, write excellent articles, give useful links to interesting information and then ask visitors 
to sign up for your newsletter.  


If you’re consistent, provide good content and follow the two-one rule above you will gain a 
loyal following. 
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